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One-Way interviews, made simple.



What's
a Dead
Fish?

Definitely not someone you want to hire!
How much can you really tell about a person
from a Word document listing experience and
references?

A static CV certainly doesn't let you know if
you've hooked a dead fish... unfortunately!

We know what you're looking for
It's as basic as the right person with the right
qualifications and experience. But do you
really want to sift through CV's, make a
shortlist and then arrange an interview only to
realise, they're just not the right fit - despite
their perfect CV?

Let's make things a little simpler
We've done all the hard work for you. Here's
your magic shortcut that takes the
tediousness out of recruitment. 
Let's go fishing!

Side note: Thismight soundweird, butbelieve me, it'simportant!



18%
Increase in
promoting diversity,
transformation and
inclusion

42%
Decrease in time to
screen CV's &
conduct first
interviews

65%
Average saved on
total cost to
hire/conduct 1st
interviews

What's the
magic?
Well, you're full of questions! 
But we like it that way.
interviewME is a Video Interview as a
Service solution. 

A one-way video interviewing platform
that allows you to interview candidates
without having to conduct the interview
in person. 

A fast-tracked screening process -
Now that's magic!



Remember
when
recruitment
used to be fun?
You mean time-consuming, frustrating and
expensive?
interviewME fast tracks the process for Corporate HR
and Recruitment Agencies when it comes to the first
interview and screening process. 

interviewME helps identify who you actually want to
interview in person so you don’t waste time in
unnecessary interviews.
Watch interview responses to interview questions in
your own time  and select only the ‘cream’ for in-person
interviews. It’s win win, for you and the candidate.



The process

Here's how it works...

Create a vacancy which we call a "PROJECT"

Build your interview – you decide on the questions (video or text questions), time allocated to answer and deadlines.

Define your minimum requirements so that we can filter out candidates that don’t meet them.

Post the interview / vacancy on any of the sites you normally advertise or invite candidates to interview on our platform

View the candidate interview answers and candidate profiles in one central place – in YOUR OWN time.

Identify the candidates you like and invite them for an in person interview using our scheduler tool.
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Told
 you

...

Easy!



Team
Collaboration
We're keeping it simple, remember?

Recruiter interviews candidates
Hiring manager interviews candidates
Department manager interviews candidates
Somewhere inbetween someone disagrees and
it's back to the drawing board!

All team members have access to candidate
profiles and can rate, comment and get input
on candidates before proceeding with in-person
interviews.
The process is streamlined, no time has been
wasted and everyone is on board!

Let's compare our process to the old way of doing
things:

OLD WAY

OUR WAY



The
Dashboard
You're going to love this!
Our dashboard gives you a quick overview of
what your one-way video interviewing world
looks like on all fronts and at a high level. 

To top it off we have a separate in depth
analytics tool, providing you with actionable
insights based on each of your projects /
vacancies.



All in one
place!
It's time to save time...

Reject candidates
Shortlist candidates
Archive interviews
Filter candidates 
Assign to internal colleagues to rate
Recruitment agencies can assign interviews to
their clients as subtenants to view and
comment on too.

View all your candidate interviews in one place.
With this make-life-easier tool, you can: 



Cue the drumroll for our
key differenciator...

This one's a realgame-changer! Technically...they all are, butget ready for itanyway.

We've saved the best for last



The
Scheduler
Let's make you uber-efficient, shall we?
Once the interviewer has identified a candidate
that they like from the one-way interviews, they can
schedule an in-person interview with the candidate
at the click of a button. The candidate can then
choose a time and date that works for him/her to
meet with the “interviewer”.

This eliminates the need for the recruiter to contact
the candidate and manage co-ordinating diaries.



hello@interviewme.tech
www.interviewme.tech

Get in touch with us to arrange
a 14-day FREE TRIAL.


